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B CLEAN
Residential & Sm. Business Cleaning Service
Bart Miller
Memphis, TN

so

Free Estimates
Cleaning, Pet Care, Light Errands & Shopping
Call for Rates & Appointments
9014404030
bartclean@hotmail.com
ako: membartbearGaolcom

MEMPHIS‘ FINEST AND MOST COMPLETE
ADULT ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS
DVD/VIDEO RENTALS AND SALES,
PREVIEW BOOTHS AND VIDEO ARCADES

Fantasy Warehouse #1 (East)
791 N. White Station Rd. — 683—9649
(Body Jewelry)
Executive South (South)
1847 E. Brooks Rd. » 345—0825
(Mini—Theatre)

Fantasy Warehouse #4 (North)
2532 N. Watkins « 358—8642 _
DisSC@VER
and checks accepted at
Fantasy Warehouse #1 and # 4 only

OPEN 6. DAYS
Mon.— Sat.
8 a.m. — 12 Midnight
Closed Sundays and Holidays
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Lobbyist‘s
Strange Day
Do you think the FBI has a di—
vision charged with coming up
with salacious names — Operation
Tennessee Waltz? Enough said.
As a lobbyist, May 26th was a
saddening day. I arrived at the Leg—
islative Plaza at 7:45 a.m. planning
to attend a Senate Finance Com—
mittee hearing scheduled at 8:30.
There was something strange in
the air, but that is not unusual dur—
ing the last days of a session. I
knew some of the things going on
behind the scenes and the feelings
were tense: a last minute effort to
get a pay raise for the state employ—
ees was being pushed and the Re—
publicans (and some Democrats)
were in a face—off with the gover—
nor over TennCare.
After standing aside and ob—
serving, I tracked down a senior
legislative aide and asked what
was going on. Her face was drawn
and she shot me a terse response, .
"Ward‘s (Crutchfield) been ar—
rested and they‘re looking for

Ford." It was that simple. What I
was unaware of while standing and
watching the madness unfold was
that the Plaza was swarming with
FBI guys. Yes, they do blend in. I
looked at my watch and it was 7:55.
It was going to be a hell of a day.
Fellow members and friends,
the events leading up to May 26th
and those to follow are laying the
groundwork for our next few leg—
f
islative years.
Later this summer, there will b
a special election in Memphis for
Kathryn Bowers‘ House seat va—
cated when she was elected State
Senator.
During the same election, John
Ford‘s seat will be up for grabs
with a field too large to count.
Ford‘s sister, Ophelia is running for
the seat and has the hands—on cam—
paign management of former Con—
gressman Harold Ford, Sr., father
of sitting Congressman Harold
Ford, Jr. Other viable candidates
who‘ve announced or are consid—
ering the run are House members
Henri Brooks, Barbara Cooper and
C
John Deberry.
Without getting into personali—

ties, I will tell you we lost a con—
sistent vote in the Senate with John
Ford‘s resignation. And in the
House, we‘ve lost strong support
and a vote since Kathryn Bowers |
has moved to the Senate. Some in—
dividuals vying for Ford‘s Senate
seat have proven records, on one
side or the other, regarding GLBT
issues. Those campaigning for
Bowers‘ old House seat are new to
State level politics and their posi—
tions on GLBT issues are currently
unknown.
Summer is a time to relax and
enjoy. This summer, however, I
personally ask you to also be vigi—
lant and stay informed. Go on the
Internet and read The Commercial
Appeal and the Memphis Flyer.
Follow the politics and action in
Memphis. While the city may be
across the state from your home, I
can promise the candidates being
considered by Memphis voters
havethe ability to change your life
and those you love with a simple,
"aye or nay."
Jenny Ford
Tennessee Equality Project
Lobbyist and Member

rmuzee
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have
the
of
would
s
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and
s
sponsor
its
the city of Memphis
pay
community who believe Pride order to
es provided by the
servic
the
for
support
should be celebrated. The
MPD.
uth
Mid—So
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and
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from Memph
"MSP would like to come to the
has made Pride possible for 25
community and ask your support
years in the Bluff City.
helping us to establish a fund to
Pride
in
uth
Mid—So
In May 2004,
the cost of
was formed with the responsibility be set aside to cover
MSP is
event
the
in
s
service
police
for producing Pride 2004, and as
said
s,"
service
such
for
billed
ing
ever
produc
s
required by its by—law
nt.
preside
MSP
son,
Wilker
any
Gary
ng
incurri
t
withou
event
this
"This money would be placed
debt. The founding members of the
reserves and could not be
our
in
ted
associa
MSP report that all costs
any purpose other than to
for
full
used
in
paid
were
2004
with Pride
s. It is esti—
at the close of the event, and no pay for police service
s where in
person
1,200
that
mated
debt was incurred.
over the
2005
Pride
for
ance
Pride
attend
uth
Mid—So
2005,
In June
two—day period. If each person that
again reports that Pride 2005 ex—
attended would send $5 to MSP,
penses have been paid in full with
Mid—South

Memphis, TN 38111. Indicate on
the check that this is for the Po—
lice Services Fund.
"The Board of Directors
would like to thank every mem—
ber of the community for your
help in establishing this fund so
that we may continue to show our
Pride," Wilkerson concluded.

Cracker Barrel Takes
Steps to Rebuild
By Rose French
Associated Press Writer

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP)—
Fifteen years after Cracker Barrel
was first accused of mistreating
minorities, the stigma still lingers
at Cracker Barrel Old Country
Store — belying the welcoming fa—
cade created by rocking chair—filled
porches at the chain‘s restaurants.
Numerous lawsuits and a fed—
eral inquiry later, the company has
taken steps to rebuild its folksy
image.
"From what I‘ve seen, these
people have taken steps to
proactively address problems
they‘ ve had in the past," said Gerry
Fernandez, president of the
Multicultural Food Service and
Hospitality Alliance, a group that
promotes diversity in the restaurant
industry.
The moves are aneffort to re—
cover from long—standing com—
plaints of racist and anti—gay
behavior that included claims of re—
fusing to serve black customers,
discriminating against minority
workers and firing gay employees.
The company, a subsidiary of
CBRL Group Inc., last year agreed
to pay $8.7 million to settle federal
lawsuits in Georgia that accused it

its Image

of discriminating against black cus—
tomers.
Cracker Barrel grew from one
restaurant in Lebanon in 1969 into
526 full—service restaurants and gift
shops in 41 states, mostly in the
Southeast, Midwest, Mid—Atlantic
and Southwest. It went public in
1981.
Before the lawsuits alleging rac—
ism, Cracker Barrel was accused in
the early 1990s of dismissing some
gay workers. Gay rights groups
complained about a Cracker Bar—
rel executive‘s memo saying res—
taurant managers should fire
anyone who didn‘t "demonstrate
normal heterosexual values." The
company eventually renounced the
;
S
memo.
"Cracker Barrel has come a long
way, but they still have a long way
to go," said Daryl Herrschaft, a
deputy director with the Human
Rights Campaign.
"We‘re gratified they reversed
course and added sexual orienta—
tion to their hiring and nondiscrimi—
nation policy," he said. "It did take
them almost 10 years to do so. I
think there‘s a lot of gays whostill
cringe when they drive by that
Cracker Barrel sign on the high—
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Gilchrest Rethinks Policy on Gays
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His decision has helped revital—
ize the debate over the prohibition
as operations in Iraq and Afghani—
stan strain U.S. forces and the
Army struggles to meet recruitment
goals.
Rep. Martin Meehan (D—Mass.)
introduced the Military Readiness
Enhancement Act in March seek—
ing the repeal. Gilchrest is one of
four Republicans and 81 Demo—
crats co—sponsoring the legislation.
Most of Gilchrest‘s time is spent
on issues involving the Chesapeake
Bay and other areas in the 1st Con—
gressional District, which includes
all of Maryland‘s Eastern Shore
and parts of Anne Arundel, Balti—
more and Harford counties.
As a Marine sergeant in 1967,
Gilchrest was shot in the chest
while trying to free himself and two
others cut off by the enemy. He‘s
now certain that some of the Ma—
rines he fought alongside were gay.
"You just didn‘t think about it
in those days, but you knew there
were people of that persuasion, and
they served with great distinction,"
he said, nearly four decades later.
Part of his decision is based on
financial reasons. Over the last 10
years, it has cost $190 million to

investigate, discharge and replace
the more than 9,400 service mem—
bers who said they were gay, ac—
cording to the Government
Accountability Office.
Gilchrest‘s decision was also
influenced by his youngest brother,
David, who married his partner of
16 years last year on a beach in
Massachusetts.
When a fellow Republican
warned last year that gay marriage
would bring the wrath of God down
on the nation, Gilchrest stood up
and said, "My brother‘s gay, he‘s
married to a nice man and he‘s nor—
mal."
Last year, he took David to the
White House for a Christmas din—
ner and introduced him to the presi—
dent.
David Gilchrest, 48, said he‘s
proud of his brother. "He‘s always
been very open—minded," he said.
"He listens to both sides of the
story, and he doesn‘t get angry
when he talks about the issues."
It remains to be seen how
Gilchrest‘s stand will fare in the
increasingly conservative 1st Dis—
trict, where he plans to run for a
ninth term next year.

4+

An important component of your wellness program

CAMBRIDGE, Md. (AP) —
U.S. Rep. Wayne Gilchrest, who
once voted for the "Don‘t Ask,
Don‘t Tell" military policy on gays
in the military, is now leading a
fight to reverse the ban.
In 1993, the Republican, whose
brother is gay, was conflicted.
Gilchrest didn‘t believe the
lifestyle was unsavory. But he lis—
tened to House conservatives who
warned that asking men and
women to serve in close quarters
with homosexuals would create
conflict in the ranks.
Gilchrest, along with 301 oth—
ers, took what he now says was
probably the easy route and ratified
the policy.
"At the time, it seemed like the
reasonable compromise," Gilchrest
said. "That‘s pretty much how it
was when I was in the service.
Nobody asked about it, nobody
thought about it."
Now, Gilchrest has joined con—
gressional Democrats in seeking to
lift the ban. The former Marine ser—
geant, who was wounded in Viet—
nam, calls the policy a failure that
costs taxpayers millions of dollars
to enforce and keeps out capable
men and women.
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and reduced insurance premiums.
As a 501(c)(3) organization the
community center—is eligible to
apply for exemption from local
property taxes. In addition, the
MGLCC will benefit from re—
duced liability insurance needs.
"In what has become a steady
stream of great news for the
MGLCC, the board of directors
has just been successful in doing
what we were not able to do two

Legislative Update

Happened This Session

Below you will find the list of
bills the Tennessee Equality
Project filed and tracked this ses—
sion. The bills are listed under ar—
eas categorized for easy reference.

relationship — Senate: Taken off
notice in Judiciary Committee.
House: Referred to Domestic Re—
lations Subcommittee.
Employment

Adoption and Foster
Parenting
SB 0829/HB 0543: Prohibits
adoption by gays and lesbians
(Black/Bunch) — Senate: Taken
off notice in Judiciary. House: As—
signed to Family and Justice Sub—
committee.
SB 1615/HB 0775: Prohibits
adoption by gays and lesbians
(Bryson/Clem) — This will not
only outlaw gay adoption, it will
also prohibit a person from con—
senting to the adoption of a child if
the person has knowledge the po—
tential parent is gay or lesbian. Sen—
ate: Taken off notice in Judiciary
House: Failed in Children and
Family Affairs Committee
SB 1924/HB 2230: Prohibits
gays and lesbians from serving as
Foster Parents (Jackson/Buck) —
This bill goes further saying a gay
or lesbian may not live in the home
of a foster parent. Senate: Assigned
to General Subcommittee of Gen—
eral Welfare Committee. House:
Assigned to Family and Justice
Subcommittee.
:
SB 1930/HB 2234: Prohibits
gays and lesbians from serving as
foster parents (Jackson/Buck) —
Senate: Referred to Judiciary Com—
mittee. House: Assigned to Domes—
tic Relations Subcommittee.
Civil Unions and
Domestic Partnerships
SB 0215/HB 0334: Prohibits
the legal recognition of same sex
marriages and domestic partner—
ships (Miller/Newton) — Tennes—
see will not recognize anything.
similar to a same sex union as a
legal relationship. Senate: Taken
off notice in Judiciary Committee
House: Referred to Domestic Re—
lations Subcommittee
SB 0914/HB 0751: Prohibits
the legal recognition of same sex
marriages and domestic partner—
ships (Miller/Clem) — Tennessee
will not recognize anything simi—
lar to a same sex union as a legal

SB 0840/HB 0134: Genetic In—
formation Discrimination (Harper/
M.Turner) — Prohibits discrimina—
tion by insurance providers and
employers on the basis of genetic
information. Senate: Assigned to
General Subcommittee of Com—
merce. House: Deferred action un—
til 2006 in Industrial Impact
Subcommittee.

notice in House Children and Fam—
ily Affairs Committee
HJR 0072: Anti—Marriage
Resolution (Yokley) — This reso—
lution calls for a constitutional
amendment outlawing gay and les—
bian marriage. House: Assigned to
Children and Family Affairs Com—
mittee
HJR 0081: Anti—Marriage
Resolution (Yokley) — This reso—
lution calls a constitutional amend—
ment "solemnizing" the marriage
contract between a man and a
woman. House: Referred to Do—
mestic Relations Subcommittee

years ago — get a mortgage," us by [temporarily] becoming our
stated Len Piechowski, president landlord."
of the Memphis Gay and Lesbian
The Memphis Gay & Lesbian
Community Center.
Community Center is a non—profit
"We were a different organi— 501(c)(3) working to create a bet—
zation then: no credit history, no ter future for the GLBT commu—
equity, no collateral. In the last nity in the Mid—South. It offers
two years, the Memphis GLBT an array of diverse GLBT ser—
Community has proven that it is vices by utilizing the talents, en—
capable of sustaining supportive ergyand resources of its members
services forourselves! As we did and surrounding community.
that together, we estab—
lished a track record that
HAIR CARE & BODY WAXING
even impressed SunTrust
Bank. We should be proud
of ourselves."
In honor of the special
DABZLES
event, Herb Zeman has
Now we wax, dahling!
vowed to donate the final
rent payment from the
MGLCC to OutFlix, the
gay and lesbian film festi—
val sponsored by the
MGLCC. This year‘s fes—
tival is scheduled for Au—
gust 11—14.
More
information can be found
by
visiting
www
Piechowski praised Dr.
Zeman‘s overwhelming
support by saying, "We‘ll
always remain grateful to
Different!
TuURE—FRI O—7 — SAT o—3
Herb Zeman who put his
——
WELCOME .
own credit on the line for
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The Board of Directors of the
the building outright from Dr.
Memphis Gay and Lesbian Com—
Zeman, financial considerations
munity Center has announced
and the desire to establish a credit
plans to purchase the building at history with a recognizable finan—
892 South Cooper Street.
cial institution drove the acquisi—
The organization has occupied
tion.
the building for more than two
The community center expects
years through a lease—purchase
to save between $2,000 and
agreement with local philanthro— — $4,000 dollars per year as a re—
pist Herb Zeman.
sult of the transaction.
While several factors contrib—
The savings will come from
uted to the decision to purchase
two major sources — tax savings

Building

2 1 — memenis, tn —

Purchase

19 N. coorer — 7 2

MGLCC to

Transgender Issues
Heélth Care
SB 0037/ HB 1682: Birth Cer—
HJR 0091; Health Care Dis— tificate Identification. (Cohen/— —— Serving ccr C
parities (Cooper/Ford) — This Marrero) — Permits transgendered
for 15 gears! Please call |
resolution urges the state‘ s Depart— persons to correct sex designation
ment of Health and TennCare Bu— on birth certificates. Senate: Re—re—
reau to conduct a study on health ferred to Calendar Committee.
disparities in Tennessee. This posi— House: Failed in Public Health and
tive resolution passed both houses Family Assistance Subcommittee.
and was signed by the Governor on
SB 0076/HB 1383: Pharmacists
May 17.
E
Freedom of Conscience Act
Steve Solomon
_ (Finney/Casada) — Specifies if a
pharmacist
posts
notice,
he/she
is
SOWELL & COMPANY
Higher Education Policy
not liable for not filling a prescrip—
R+ Eo Ac L+ T+ O — R §
’
SB 1911/HB 1839: Higher Ed tion based on personal beliefs. Ad—
Admission Criteria (Jackson/ ditionally, the bill specifies no
STEVE SOLOMON
IZ.
Tidwell) — Controls admissions pharmacy may be denied public
Office (901) 278—4380
MLS
criteria into higher education insti— funds because it refuses to fill cer—
A
Residence (901) 454—1931
tutions. Amended: The bill would tain prescriptions. Senate: As—
E5115,54
S.
Cooper e Memphis, TN 38104
ensure companies and organiza— signed to General Subcommittee of
~~e—mail:
STEVENC1I@AOL.COM
tions having taken negative posi— General Welfare. House: Deferred
tions on employing gays and action until 2006 in House Public
lesbians were not "discriminated Health Subcommittee. _
against" when visiting schools.
_ Phionda Manning HicBji, LCSW
Senate: Failed in Education Com— Contact Your Legislators
mittee. House: Referred to Higher
You may contact lawmakers by
(Ubls,
Education Subcommittee.
e—mail, as follows: rep.firstname.
Pad
lastname@legislature.state.tn.us or
$y
fad
ino
sen.firstname.lastname
@
Marriage, Constitutional
®
legislature.state.tn.us
J’" Q’s
Amendments
For more information on your
SJR 0O031/HJR 0024: Anti— lawmaker, go to www.legisla
Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Marriage Resolution (J. Miller/ ture.state.tn.us. Using the tool
Dunn) — This resolution calls for bar, click House or Senate, and
15+ years Experience
a constitutional amendment out— then go to members. These pages
lawing gay and lesbian marriage. have extensive information on all
# Relationship Difficulties ## General Issues
The resolution passed both houses state lawmakers.
# Couples Counseling
._
and Coachi
and is scheduled to appear on the
E—mail TEP at info@tnep.org.
2006 General Election ballot pend— TEP‘ s
75°
# Individual Counseling
K Abuse Counseling
Website
is
at
ing legal action by ACLU and TEP. www.tnep.org or phone 61 5—664—
# Gender Counseling
HJR 0010: Anti—Marriage 6886. TEP‘s mailing address is
Resolution (Newton) — This reso— Tennessee Equality Project, PO
lution calls for a constitutional Box 330895, Nashville, TN
(901) 5T—T106
amendment outlawing gay and les— 37203.
bian marriage. House: Taken off
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Attacks Kraft Over Chicago Gay Games Tie
"How bad must the right—wing ex— GayState
Games.Rep. Kenneth Dunkin, world to Chicago next year."
Journal,
Falwell
wrote,
"Multiple
Christopher
Curtis
tremistshategaypeopletonotwant
the Chicago
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and
«millions
ofAmericans
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Daily
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rightto
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the
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Theaddress
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PCEFLC, T
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could
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Kraft
Foods
Inc.
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CEO
Roger
K.
Deromedi.
Falwell‘s
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PhoneScott647—4780
ganization fortheGayGames, said,
Falwell

Bush Repeats Support for Gay

‘By Lucas L. Johnson II
Associated Press Writer

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
President Bush praised Southern
Baptists for strong family values
and again proclaimed his support
for a constitutional amendment
banning gay marriage in a speech:
to the faith‘s annual convention
June 21.
"Southern Baptists are practic—
ing compassion by defending the
family and the sacred institution of
marriage," said Bush, who spoke

Baptists
define marriage as between one
via satellite to about 11,000 South— man and one woman.
The Southern Baptist Conven—
ern Baptists, who responded with
tion
adheres strictly to conservative
a standing ovation.
It‘s the fourth time the president theological positions, including the
has addressed the convention, inerrancy of the Bible. Its members
which with 16.3 million members heavily supported Bush in last
and more than 43,000 churches is year‘s presidential election.
At a Baptist pastors‘ conference
second in size to only the U.S. Ro—
man Catholic Church. Bush‘s connected to the annual meeting,
speech came near the beginning of conservative religious leader Rev.
Jerry Falwell said evangelicals now
the two—day convention.
At last year‘s convention, Bush are committed to defeating Sen.
also got the biggest applause when Hillary Clinton should she run in
he stressed his support for a con— the next presidential election.
stitutional amendment that would

Southern Baptists Drop Disney Boycott

As other denominations
tell you, "No,"
we continue to proclaim
a joyous "YES!"
First Congregational
UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST
An Open andAffirming Church
celebrating the image ofGod in everyperson
and the sacred value ofevery human life
Come andvisit us in our new location
in the Cooper—Young neighborhood!
1000 South Cooper
Worship Sundays at 10:30 Classes at 9:30 a.m.
278—6786
www.firstcongo.com
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NASHVILLE — Southern Bap—
tists voted June 22 to end an eight—
year boycott of the Walt Disney
Co., following the lead of another
conservative religious group that
dropped its boycott in May.
The vote took place on the final
day of the annual Southern Baptist
Convention in Nashville, Tenn.
The gathering was attended by
more than 12,000 members of the
denomination, the Associated Press
(AP) reported.
"We felt like it was time to end

it," said Gene Mims, chairman of
the committee that offered the
Disney resolution.
According to the AP, Mims said
he‘s hopeful that Disney will fol—
low the resolution by "providing
only those products that affirm tra—
ditional family values."
Also at the convention, del—
egates passed a measure that en—
courages parents to investigate
whether their children‘s public
schools are too acceptmg of homo—
sexuality.

HOUSEMATE WANTED — $560/mo.
Southwind Area Near Hacks Cross and Winchester

GWM has HUGE room for rent (furnished or unfurnished same price)
in very nice two—story home with in—ground pool and hot tub
in big backyard. Room has enough space for sitting area, computer
desk, etc. Full access to entire house with laundry room. Wireless
RoadRunner internet connection. Rent is $560 a month and includes
rent, utilities, digital cable and wireless internet. Home is in a quiet cove,
nice neighborhood. Contact SouthwindRoomie@aol!.com.
More pictures of house are available in AOL profile.

The boycott started in 1997, in
part because the denomination per—
ceived Disney to be too pro—gay.
The company offers domestic part—
ner benefits to gay and lesbian
employees, and the annual "Gay
Day” at Disney World has become
a major tourist attraction.
In addition, Disney owns the
ABC television network, which
aired the historic coming—out epi—
sode of Ellen in 1997.
s
The move to lift the boycott fol—
lows a similar move by the Ameri—
can Family Association, which
dropped its Disney boycott after
citing strides that company made
in becoming more family—friendly
among Christians.
Advocates for LGBT equal
rights took a different view, as
Disney has not changed its progres—
sive policies. "The Disney boycott
has obviously failed and reaffirms
that LGBTfriendly corporate poli—
cies are good for business," said
Joe Solmonese, president of the
Human Rights Campaign.
"It‘s clear that this tactic had
very limited impact," Jennifer‘
Chrisler, executive director of the
Family Pride Coalition, said.
"Disney is a wonderfully fam—
ily—friendly company that recog—
nizes the importance of all families,
including those that have LGBT
parents."
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Homosexual Victims of the Nazis

By Danica Kirka
Associated Press Writerter
VIENNA, Austria (AP) — The
Austriancapital unveiled plans to
honor homosexual victims of the
Nazis, organizing a competition to
design a memorial for a group of
victims often overlooked in ac—
counts of World War II atrocities.
The city‘s top official in charge
of culture, Andreas Mailath—
Pokorny, said that like other groups
who were targeted, this group of
victims should be remembered in
a year marking the 60th anniver—
sary of the end of World War II in

San

Europe.
"It is critical in this ... year to
remember this group of victims,
who were not only forgotten ... but
even prosecuted," Mailath—
Pokorny said, referring to laws in
postwar Austria that forbade homo—
sexual behavior.
Such laws made it even more
difficult for homosexuals to stand
up and make others take notice of
what occurred to them during the
war.
The work will be placed at the
site of the city‘s former Gestapo
headquarters, which activists had
long considered a focal point of
outrage against Nazi persecution.

Since 1972 Yuletide has succeeded in

City cultural officials plan a
competition among eight artists for
the task of designing the memorial,
which will have to incorporate an
existing memorial to all victims of
the Gestapo already at the site,
known as Morzinplatz.
Artists who have been invited to
take part include AA Bronson of
Canada, Matt Mullican of the
United States, Ann—Sofi Siden of
Sweden as well as Ines Doujak and
Hans Kupelwieser of Austria.
The Nazis killed Jews, Gypsies,
homosexuals and others who did
not fit with Adolf Hitler‘s ideals.

Francisco Officials Call
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Penalties Against Gay Nightclub
By Justin M. Norton
Associated Press Writer
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — The city‘s
Board of Supervisors on June 14 unani—
mously passed a resolution urging city and
state agencies to penalize a gay nightclub
that a city commission said discriminated
against blacks.
The decision comes a little more than a
month after San Francisco‘s Human Rights
Commission found that Les Natali, the
owner of a popular gay nightclub called
Badlands, violated local civil rights codes.
"The city has taken a strong stand against
discrimination," said John Newsome with
And Castro For All, the organization that
pursued the case.
In the resolution, the board urged the city
attorney, the California Department of Al—
coholic Beverage Control, the California
Department of Fair Employment and Hous—
ing and the San Francisco Entertainment
Commission "to impose penalties to the
fullest extent of the law to ensure account—
ability for discrimination."
The Board of Supervisors can take no
punitive action against the club.

The state Department of Alcoholic Bever—
age Control earlier confirmed an investigation
into Badlands. If the club is found to have vio—
lated state discrimination laws, officials said
penalties could range from a warning to the
loss of its liquor license.
Natali‘s lawyer, Paul Melbostad, called the
decision "outrageous" and said And Castro for
All is "acting like a vigilante group."
"This is a shameless act by the board and
it‘s legally meaningless,"Melbostad said. "All
it shows is that the members of the board were
afraid that if they didn‘t vote for the resolu—
tion And Castro For All would accuse them
of being racist."
The Human Rights Commission found af—
ter a 10—month investiga—
tion that Badlands required
multiple forms of identifi—
cation from some black
customers, used discrimi—
natory hiring practices,
applied a dress code only
to black patrons and de—
nied entry using other poli—
cies rarely applied to
whites.

Picnic Caps Weekend of Pride
Bolstered by a highly sucessful Pride
parade the day before and beautiful
weather, Mid—South gays and lesbians en—
joyed the hospitality of Neshoba Unitarian
Universalist Church in Cordova to bring a
weekend of Pride celebration to a quiet
close. (See picture montage on page 6.)
Shawn Thomas, a gay Christian singer
who has performed in Memphis before, was
featured as entertainment.
_
According to Pride Chair Gary
Wilkerson, food was bought for the occa—
sion only to find that the members of
Neshoba had plenty already on hand.
Hamburgers, hot dogs and all the trim—
mings, along with a myriad of dessert of—
ferings filled the tables as the community
gathered.
A number of people tested their
karaoke talents to the delight of the

crowd.
During the various an—
nouncements,
Pride
Chair Gary Wilkerson,
noted that the MSP board
of directors had named
Vincent Astor as a con—
sultant emeritus to the
board for his extensive
experience in and knowl1—
edge of previous gay and
lesbian pride parades,
festivals and other cel—
ebrations. Astor had pre—
viously demurred from
accepting a position on
the board citing his
inabilty to attend all of
the meetings.
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Darryl Clark Named

Wake—Up Call

Tsarus Man of the Year

Idealism...
Hallmark of Our Struggle
f Commentary by Jon Devin
On June 20, 1995, prison officials de—
cided to end 24—hour surveillance of Okla—
homa City bomber Timothy McVeigh‘ s jail
cell, the Atlanta Braves crushed the Cincin—
nati Reds, civil war blossomed in Chechnya,
and I told someone I am gay for the first
time.
Historically, it was a light day, but a turn—
ing point for me.
The problem was the first person I told
thought I was joking, so I had to repeat my—
self. Traci, a coworker whom I chose to tell
primarily because I knew she would not
have an adverse reaction, eventually laughed
and hugged me telling me how proud she
was of me. The rest is history.
I didn‘t know at the time that I was set—
ting up my anniversary to nicely coincide
with Gay Pride festivities in Memphis, but
now, on my 10th anniversary (in 10 more
years I‘ll have been out for more than half
my life), L find myself dwelling on a few
points that make the milestone that much
sweeter.
For one, Mid—South Pride resurrected
the beautiful 50—foot rainbow flag created
years ago by members of Memphis Pride,
Inc. Having served on the. board of MPI at
that time, I remember the idealism that
served well enough in place of good orga—
nization and planning to get a handful of
guys together one night to sew the thing to—
gether even though no one had any idea how
it would turn out.
I remember everyone thinking, though,
that it just needed to be done. Perhaps, we
thought at the time, even the construction
of so much fabric and thread would demon—
strate how great things are eventually ac—
complished.
This year, as soon as I heard that the
flag was coming out of storage newly—re—
paired, I knew I had to help carry it. And
so I did.
_
Secondly, I‘m basking in the glow of a
group of young faces raging from the front
page of The Commercial Appeal with a
message of support for a frightened and
depressed young mankept inside the Love
in Action compound on Yale Road.
Did any of us ever imagine that we
would see gay youth, proud and fearless,

standing up for their own in Memphis? If
that isn‘t a sign that things are changing, I
don‘t know what is. (And if that isn‘t lead—,
ership for older GLBT Memphians who are
still in the closet, I don‘t know what is.)
Again, the idealism — thinking that we
shouldn‘t accept what is most likely, but
should work for what really should be —
wins the day.
Most of all, I will remember that I got to

share this year‘s parade with a friend who
had never experienced that short but mean—
ingful walk before. "Zach" is a local teacher
— enough said. He cannot afford to have —
even a suspicious rumor that he is gay circu—
late among his colleagues. Not if he wants
to remain in his current career.
Still, knowing that cameras would be ev—
erywhere, he walked the entire route with a
smile big as Texas, at one point saying that
it seemed like the right thing to do.
Aside from the huge compliment to our
friendship that Zach gave me by asking me
to be with him, I found some reaffirmation
for why I came out myself.
Idealism is often dismissed as the plati—
tude of the young and foolish, but it‘s also
the hallmark of any and every civil rights
struggle to date and there is truth at the end
of every struggle.
It starts with the individual, of course.
Telling yourself "I should be loved and re—
spected by everyone," is followed closely
by "I should be treated as well as anyone
else," and eventually "If God doesn‘t love
me as I am, then He should."
Without that kind of thinking, our efforts
as a community are worth no more than, say,
50 feet of colored cloth that have yet to be
sewn with either thread or hope. _.
I suppose this could perhaps be construed
by the religious right as an open call to re—
cruit homosexuals, but I hope that anyone
who is not out will someday know the joy I
feel for having lived my life openly and with—
out shame. If you cannot come out now, I
hope someday you will.
#5 % og
"Best ever" was the phrase thrown out
all along the parade route from Peabody
Park to First Congregational Church in ref—
erence to this year‘s Mid—South Pride Pa—
rade. I for one couldn‘t agree more.
Especially re—
freshing was
the amount of
organization
— MASSAGE —
that
was
readily appar—
ent all along the
BY
parade route.
Mid — South
Pride volun—
teers clearly
had a plan and
followed
it
Iman
without a hitch.
The beautiful
NATIONALLY CERTIFIED MASSAGE THERAPIST
parade
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"Our biggest challenge coming up is go—
ing to be to move the food pantry to our new
building (scheduled later this summer),"
Clark said.
_
"Darryl is so completely committed to his
work and has greatly improved and ex—
panded the services (of the food pantry). He .
takes such ownership to make it the best it
can be," said Moss. "he is a tremendous as—
set to that program and the HIV/AIDS com—
munity."
The monetary award which goes with the
distinction of being named Tsarus Man of
the Year was donated to Friends for Life and
earmaked for its food pantry.

Darryl Clark, director of Friends for
Life‘s Food Pantry was named the Tsarus
Man of the year at a dinner ceremony held
at First Congregational Church on June 7.
Clark won over a field of candidates that
included his boss, Executive Director of FFL
Kim Moss who accepted the award on
Clark‘s behalf.
Clark was unable to attend the event be—
cause he was recouperating from hip replace—
ment surgery, but says he is back to work
and off the pain medications now.
Beginning as a volunteer in 1999, Clark
moved first to assistant director of the Food
Pantry and then to its lead position.
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Bill
California Gay Marriage
to be Revived
By Lisa Leff
Associated Press
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
—— Less than three weeks af— ©
ter a bill to legalize same—sex
marriage died in the Califor—
nia Assembly, a Democratic
lawmaker said June 20 that
he plans to revive the mea—
sure this session by attach—
ing it to legislation already
pending in the state Senate.
Assemblyman
Mark
Leno, one of six openly gay
members of the Legislature,
said he has decided to em—
ploy a legislative maneuver
known as "gut and amend"
to resurrect the bill that on
June 2 fell four votes shy of
gaining the simple majority
it needed to pass the 80—
member house.
_
"My hope is that we will
have a bill amended by the
end of this week or the be—
ginning of next," said Leno,
declining to offer specifics
on which legislation he plans |
to rewrite. "We intend to do
this."
Leno‘s bill would have
changed the California fam—
ily code to define marriage
between "twopersons" in—
stead of between a man and
a woman. To bring it back
to life, he can substitute his
measure‘s language into a
bill that successfully passed

in

Legislature

from the Assembly to the ruled in March that state
laws prohibiting gays from
Senate.
marrying are unconstitu—
— If it passes Senate com—
tional. The state attorney
mittees and makes it off the
general has appealed, and the
Senate floor, it would be the
case
is likely to wind up be—
first time a legislative cham—
fore
the state‘s Supreme
ber in the nation had voted
to give same—sex couples the Court within the next year.
While it took a court or—
same rights as heterosexual
der
for Massachusetts last
spouses. The measure would
year to become the first state
have to return to the Assem—
to grant marriage rights to
bly for another round of vot—
same—sex couples, gay rights
ing before it could be sent to
advocates had looked to
Gov. Arnold Schwarze—
California to be the first Leg—
negger.
islatute to do so voluntarily.
Before AB19 failed in the
Opponents of gay mar—
Assembly, it was expected to
have an easier time in the, riage also have begun the
process to put a constitu—
state Senate, where Demo—
crats hold a 25—15 edge over tional amendment before
voters that would ban gay
Republicans, Geoffrey Kors,
nuptials and strip gay
executive director of the gay
rights lobbying group Equal— couples ofdomestic partner—
ship benefits. They hope to
ity California, said support—
get the initiative on the June
ers already are working to
2006 ballot.
shore up support in the Sen—
Randy Thomasson, presi—
ate.
dent of the Campaign for
"From a national perspec—
tive, it is extremely impor— . Children and Families, pre—
dicted that Leno‘s gambit
tant for us to have a
would give momentum to
legislative victory," Kors
that effort.
said. "If one house, be it the
"Mark Leno, be careful
Assembly or Senate of the
what you wish for,"
California Legislature votes
Thomasson said. "The
in favor of marriage equal—
ity, it totally undercuts Presi— . Democrat politicians‘ obses—
sion with destroying the es—
dent Bush and the extreme
sence of marriage will keep
right—wing argument that this
this
issue front and center for
is simply a few judges who
California
voters."
are ruling on the issue."
A San Francisco judge
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InfectiohE-mail Alerts Gain
Popularity as Way to Inform Partners
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there werecity,"
only
10Klausner
syphilis
told
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600lastyear."
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officials
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othermajorcities
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thethatlastrise10hasyears.begunHow—to
ever,
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main
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for
not
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about STIrejected,
status
isJoeltheGinsberg,
fear ofbeing
a spokesman
for
the
Gay
and
Lesbian
Medical
Association,
said.any
"I‘m
encouraged
by
education
campaigns
that
reduce
the
stigma
around
STIs,
and to their
get sex status,"
partners
toGinsburg
share
said.
"Weofneed
to
detach
the
notion
having
an infection from agoodand
the notion
.ofsomeonebeing
worthy
person."Ayala, direc—
But
George
torMen‘sof theHealth
Institute
forYork,
Gay
in
New
warns againste—cards
assuming
that
notification
can
take
the
place of face—to—face
communication.
"There
are
people
who
would
find
pro—
grams
likein InSPOT
conve—
nient
—
alleviating
interpersonal or social
awk—
wardness,"Ayala
said.
"But
my
concern
is
that
sites
like
this
may
letmen
offthehook
from
having
deeper
conver—
sations
about
sexual
ex—
change.
[InSPOT]
shouldbe
complemented
by efforts
Gama/y Episcopal Church — 525—6602
that
encourage
men
to talk
.
about
negotiated
riskbefore
6
First Congregational Church — 278—678
and after sex."
First Presbyterian Church — 525—5619
Phoenix
First United Methodist Church — 527—8362

| Sex

Larry Buhl
PlanetOut Network

A free and easy way to
inform sex partners about
sexually transmitted infec—
tions has shown to be popu—
lar in its test city, and could
soon be another weapon in
public health arsenals in sev—
eral other cities.
:
Since InSPOT, which
stands for Internet Notifica—
tion Service for Partners or
Tricks, was launched in San
Francisco last October, more
than 20,000 of its anony—
mous greeting cards have
been sent, mostly by gay and
bisexual men, to warn sex
partners that they may have
been exposed to a sexually
transmitted infection.
Implemented through a
grant from the San Francisco
Department of Public
Health, InSPOT is run by a
group called Internet Sexu—
ality Information Services
(ISIS) with the goal of get—
ting more sexually active
men informed and tested
without the social awkward—
ness of the "Hi, remember
me?" phone call.
With the input from focus
—
groups of gay and bisexual
men in San Francisco, ISIS
came up with clever sayings
for subject lines, such as "I
got screwed while screwing;
you might have too," and
"It‘ s not what you brought to
the party, it‘s what you left
with."
Though ISIS is seeking
funding to conduct a com—

prehensive evaluation of
how likely an e—card is to
lead to STI testing; initial
results have been encourag—
ing, according to Deb
Levine, executive director of
ISIS.
More than 30,000 visitors
viewed inspot.org during the
initial 2.5—month evaluation
period. The most common e—
cards were sent for gonor—
rhea, crabs, Chlamydia and
syphilis. An HIV option, ini—
tially not included because of
the focus group‘s apprehen—
sion, will be added soon.
Most were sent anony—
mously, and up to 41 percent
of e—card recipients clicked
‘through for more informa—
tion.
—
During a one—week evalu—
ation at a municipal STI
clinic, at least five patients
reported an e—card notifica—
tion as a reason for their visit.
The program will be avail—
able throughout California
by September. Several other
states and municipalities are
looking into adding InSPOT
to their disease prevention
efforts, Levine said.
Though heterosexuals
can use InSPOT, the mes—
sages are currently geared to
gay men. The e—cards, which
include STI education and
information links, are a re—
sponse to the "alarming" rise
in STIs among men who
— have sex with men, accord—
ing to Dr. Jeffrey Klausner, —
director of STI prevention
and control services for the
city of San Francisco.
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resolution
that
notes
some
pastors
eral
denomination
of
1.3
million
have
strayed
soUCC
far from
the main—the
members
believe
thatresolution
approvingat the
stream
that
the
has
earned
samée—sex
marriage
the
derisive
nickname
"Unitarians con—
church‘s
upcoming
annualevenmeeting
sidering
Christ."
would
be
a
bad
idea—
ifthey
Traditionally
strong
in New En—
concedethemeasureis
likelyto
win gland,
the
church
was
criticized
last
approval.
Themeeting
starts
Friday
year
for
its
television
advertising
andTheconcludes
Tuesday.
campaignothers,
featuring
a gay couple,
BrettChurch
Becker,pastor
ofin among
being
excluded
from
St.Cibolo,
PaulRev.
United
ofChrist
achurch.
CBS
andNBCrejectedthe
Texas,
and
a
spokesman
for
30—second
ads. supportforgays
theconservativecongregations,pre—
Butthechurch‘s
dicted
the
eventual
collapse
of
the
and
lesbians
is notbecame
new. In thethe early
UCC"Ififthe
measure
passes.
1970s,
the
UCC
firstan
we‘re
going
to
call
ourselves
major
Christian
body
to
ordain
ChristianandbefollowersofChrist,
gaya gayminister
and it also es—
wemarriage,"saidBecker,whosegroup
need to follow his teachings on openly
tablished
caucus.
Twentyyearsbeago,thechurchde—
has
alternative
resolu— clareditselfto
"open and affirm—
tion proposed
defining anmarriage
as between

ing"
ofgays
and lesbians, and since
then,
nearly
600congregations
have
independently
done
the
same.
"It‘sthatimportant
for religious
groups
are
supportive
of arena
(gay)
rights
to
get
out
in
the
public
and articulateunderstanding
that there isof not
a
monolithic
these
issues
and it‘s not fair to say that in
ordertobeagoodChristian,onehas
tosaid.be anti—homosexual," Voelkel
UCC churches are autonomous,
meaningtheGeneralSynoddoesnot
createpolicyforits
morethan
5,700
congregations.
Still,
iftheresolution
supporting
same—sex
marriage
passes,
it
would
be
"a
very
disturb—
ing_ TheRev.
thing," Becker
said.
John H. Thomas, UCC
president,
saidhesupportsthesame—
sex resolution. However, he ex—
pressedhisdisappointmentthatsome
congregations
couldresolution
decide toisleave
the
church
if
the
ap—
proved.
;
"No church can avoid this diffi—
cultdiscussioninourcurrentcultural
context
if itandiseeksfitseekstobefaith—
to be relevant to
oursociety
fulbisexual,
particularly
to the gay, persons
lesbian,
and
transgender
among
its members,"
heon said.
No
hard
dataexist
how many
gaysandlesbiansareintheUCC,but
Voelkel
said about
2,000people
are
onandtheaboutmailing
list
for
the
coalition,
ians are gay.1,000 clergy or seminar—
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ABC Finds a Neighborho
I
I
Too Friendly
Buy a Subscription to the
1
Anger
about
the
series
even
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of
choices:
a
black
family;
a
By
David
Bauder
the Gay & Lesbian
Alliance 1 Mid—South‘s only Gay and Lesbian
Hispanic
family;menanwho‘ve
Asian adopted
family; united
AP Television Writer
AgainstDefamation
(whichfoundit
two
gay
white
Community Newspaper
disturbing"
to watch privi—
—
ablackboy; acouplecoveredin tat— "really
NEW
YORK
(AP)
—
ABC‘s
leged
couples
vote
outfamilies
they
toosandpiercings;acouplewhomet
extraordinary
cancellation of We/—
for yourself or for a friend.
1
don‘tlike)
withtheFamilyResearch
atthewoman‘s
initiation
as
awitch;
come
to
theNeighborhoodless
than
Council(whichworriedthatconser—
and
a
white
family
where
mom
is
a
I
twoweeksbeforeitspremiereproves
vative
Christians
would
appear
like
stripper.
f
12 Issués for $20
thatrealitytelevisioncanonlyhandle
I
overlyjudgmental
buffoons).
Theideaistoseepreconceptions,
.
so much
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I
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—
Smith
said
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was
illegal
for
even
prejudices,
break
down
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a
threatened
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and
I
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choose I so you don‘t have to wait for the news.
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homeowners
get to know the homeowners
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the
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was
tone
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deaf
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alawsuit,
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I
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alltheireffortsto
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Butyoucan‘tshowatransforma—
porary
embarrassment
of
throwing
I
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againstin
seeking
tionwithoutillustratingwhatpeople
outaseriesthatwasalreadyfinished.
I
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are "Why
transforming
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The
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summer
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I NAME
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to
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July
10,
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matter
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I CITY
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theThere‘s
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this time."
ots?"
said
Shanna
Smith,
president
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saw
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as
the
potential
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I
good
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of
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National
Fair
Housing
Alli—
low—up
to Dancing
With
the Stars. ance. "That‘s notgoodforrace rela— ofthe eight competing families: the I PHONE
Welcome
to
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Neighborhood
I
winner
will still get thehasbeen
house, even
tionsWithinthefirsttwoepisodes,one
in America."
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I
iftheirmomentofjoy
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~ given
able cul—de—sac
near
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secret,
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aboutthenumber
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aftertheserieswas
supposedtocon—
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I
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Each
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P.O. Box 11485
I
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I
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— anticipation of their attacks when
he runs for the Senate. I think that
was a wimpy, but politically smart,
thing to do. But it is an example of
the choice we face in aconservativea
Republican state: do we support
Democratic ally who stops short of —
supporting gay marriage, or allow
an anti—gay Republican allied with
Maynard» —
the Christian Rightto win? I‘ll take
the wimpy ally. _
22.
The recent "Tennessee Waltz"
gay Republicans, gay Catholics and
Last month I— used the term
sting took out several of the
FBI
Southern Baptists, gays who
"cognitive dissidence" to describe
the gay community had
allies
few
the psychological condition of idolize Ronald Reagan and Rush
legislature, AfSen.
Tennessee
the
in
Democratic National Com—
Limbaugh, gay men who cruise
conservative gay Republicans who
Kathryn Bowers.
and
Ford
John
mittee Chair Howard Dean has
adult bookstores on Saturday night
spoke at a
ridicule the "liberal gay agenda,"
recently
Bowers
come under fire for using some
and singin the church choir on
Democrat
and politically align themselves
Stonewall
Memphis
strong (but true) words to describe
Sunday morning, and cars with,"W
with the anti—gay Republican right.
event
at
MGLCC
and
helped
defeat
cans.
Republi
He said that the
the President" bumper stickers
Nashville.
in
I took the time to dust off my
legislation
anti—gay
white
mostly
a
is
Party
can
Republi
parked at certain
s o cio l o g y
—
John Ford was one of only a few
Christian party (fact) and that a lot
bars.
gay
Z
=~
and
textbooks,
state senators to vote against the
to
of Republicans have not worked
3; . ¥
Opinions expressed In
found the correct
Tennessee anti—gay marriage
make an honest living (fact). As
the expecte
With
bylined columns are
amendment. We must pay careful
27m], "cognitive
d, Republicans and the
resignation of
4
attention
to who replaces
is sonance ,."
Dean,
S—a nod t as media were quick to attack
those of the authors
which refers to the
next election will
them,Aithe
but even a few spineless
O‘Connor from
conflict between
determine
our
political fate.
Democrats, like our own Rep.
what people believe and reality. the Supreme Court, we will now
Y
Harold Ford Jr., also joined in.
When faced with factual evidence see the tragic consequences of the
I
was
glad
to see that the
Sen. Dick Durbin (D—Ill) was
contradicting their beliefs, people election of George W. Bush. Bush
Lesbian Task
&
Gay
National
for comments he
will rationalize facts to fit their and the GOP are indebted to the also attacked
award
leadership
a
giving
is
Force
at
prison
U.S.
the
christo—fascist funda—mentalists made about
beliefs.
to
former
Senate
Minority
Leader
He was accused of
We have a lot of "cognitive and Catholics, and have promised Guantanomo.
Tom Daschle, who led the
and military
soldiers
our
calling
right—
dissonance" in the gay community: them that he will appoint
Democratic Party‘s attempt to stop
Nazis, but what he actually said
the Federal Marriage Amendment.
was that if you looked at the FBI
Daschle was viciously attacked by
reports about the treatment of
Free Classifieds
icans for supporting "gay
Republ
think
would
prisoners there, you
marriage," (which he didn‘t) and
you were reading about the Soviet
Personal and classified ads are a free service to our readers
lost re—election by a few thousand
After
Harold
Ford
Jr.
announced
Gulag‘s or the Nazi concentration
— Please limit them to 30 words or less. We request that ads be
seat
Senate
votes. He was one of many
the
for
candidacy
his
camps. He was viciously attacked
submitted in writing via postal or e—mail. Ads will generally run
ats who risked=—their
Democr
of
Bill
Frist,
the
Tennessee
and
statement
factual
a
to
for making
one time only, but may be resubmitted each month. Mail
career to stop Republican
political
Republican
Party
attacked
him
for
was forced to apologize for no
Triangle Journal News, P.O. Box 11485, Memphis, TN 38111
legislation.
anti—gay
supporting
abortion
and
gay
reason..
or e—mail them to memphisTJN@aol.com. Ads deemed too
Meanwhile, Karl Rove (Bush‘s marriage. The Republican Reich
explicit may be edited.
Because of the past failures of
Brain) gave a speech to the is so set in their anti—liberal mantra
Conservative Party in New York in they don‘t even look at facts political organizing in the
ROOMMATES
GWM seeks roommates for a
which he said that conservatives anymore. Ford has one of the most Memphis gay community (e.g.,
GWM, 50,511", 240 Ibs. needs GBM 4000 sq. ft. house on a 250—acre lake
fur—
a
actually
It‘s
responded to 9—11 by preparing for conservative voting records among Lesbian & Gay Coalition for
county.
Desoto
in
who likes stout guys as your companion/
war, while liberals responded by Democrats in the House of Justice and Equality Tennessee), I
roommate. I want to move to Memphis in © nished two bed room apt.with its own
July or August. Retired Navy can afford private driveway and private entrance.
preparing for indictments and offer Representatives including support have been politically frustrated and
to pay up to $400 toward rent and ex— Completely furnished., hard wood
therapy for terrorists. Even though for Bush‘s illegal invasion of Iraq, depressed the past year. But after
«| penses. All interested, write to John floors and walls, even has the dishes,
he was lying (Iraq had nothing to faith—based government programs, this year‘s Midsouth Pride, I‘m
White, 710 Rushing Rd., Michie, TN pots, and pans. Comes with a 27—
do with 9—11 and Democrats restrictions on abortion, and one of feeling more upbeat and hopeful.
inch tv — Direct TV already hooked
38357.
supported Bush) and basically said the few Democrats to vote for the Several new groups and leaders
Southwind Area: Near Hacks Cross up and has a TiVo unit with it. .Washer
have come forward to keep fighting
liberals support terrorism, Rove Federal Marriage Amendment.
and Winchester. GWM has HUGE room and dryer available for use. Located
While Ford did have a fair the fight.
was not forced to apologize. In
about
15
minutes
from
Memphis
line,
for rent in very nice 2 story home with
Locally, the MGLCC has started
fact, Bush publicly supported him. voting record on gay issues,
inground pool and hot tub in big back— it‘s very quiet and it includes utilites
including
sponsoring
the
a
political
committee, Initiative:
except
for
phone.
Call
662
449—
5196
Y
yard. Room has enough space for sitting
area, computer desk, etc. Full access to or 901 487—0320. Rent is $800 month
Here is why the Democratic Employment Non—discrimination ‘Fairness, to focus on local issues
entire house with laundry room. Wire— includes utilities and cable. Deposit
Party is in the sad shape it is Act which Frist and the GOP keep like a city non—discrimination
less RoadRunner internet connection. plus first months rent. Must sign a
in, AfRepublicans support their killing, he voted for their anti—gay — ordinance. On the state level, the
Rent is $560 a month(furnished or sign month lease after month—to—
leaders and defend their principles, Federal Marriage Amendment in Tennessee Equality Project has
unfurnished) and includes rent, utilities, month. Must give month notice to get
replaced Equality Tennessee and is
digital cable and wireless internet. back deposit.
§
organizing to stop the Tennessee
Home is in a quiet cover, nice neighbor—
WANT TO MEET
anti—gay marriage amendment and
hood. If interested, contact
GWM, mid —50s would like to meeeet
other harmful legislation.
SouthwindRoomie@aol.com (pic of
other GWMs 40—50 for friendship, doing
house available in AOL profile.
V
things together, good quality time spent
If
you
have
kept
up with news
GWM, 39, 5110", 169 lbs, brown
Share
them
ddeveloping into possible. LTR. Inter—
lately, you alsohave seen or heard
goatee, shaved head, no piercings or ested parties can reach me at
tattoos, looking to share my one bed— jopilkingt@aol.com.
about a new gay activist group, the.
with TIN !
room home on Kentucky Lake, just out—
Queer Action Coalition. Bravo to
GWM, 50, 6‘, 240 lbs interested in
side Paris. I am on Social Security and
QAC for organizing protests
have a vehicle we can share. Would like meeting gay and bi males for fun, good
against the "ex—gay" cult Love in
times
and
possible
friendship.
Write
to
someone who is also disabled. No se—
Action. They made national news
Dean,
P.O.
Box
384,
Pope,
MS
38658.
vere disabilities with me. Will help relo—
by
protesting the forced
cate. 731—642—3580.
Gone Country! Kick offff your booths
‘
brainwashing
of gay youth by this
and
lay
back
with
this
GDLKG—Loving—
GWC seeks roommate for their 4
religious cult.
bedroom, 2.5 bath home in Cordova. GWM. 35, 511", 170#, Brown/Green.
I hope the Memphis gay
The house is 3 minutes from 1—40, off Open—minded, smoke, drink, HIV— and
Call 454—1411
A
Appling road. $450 includes phone and waiting. 40 mins. NE of Wolfchase. Jim
community
is waking from its
utilities. Garage parking for your car, as D. (901—466—9822). U want some. Giddy
political
hibernation.
for details
up!
well. 765—6823
Ht
wing conservatives like Thomas
and Scalia to the Supreme Court.
O‘Connor was a conservative
appointed by Reagan, but she cast
the deciding votes in a few cases
to support women‘s reproductive
rights and the right to privacy
(Lawrence v. Texas). If a more
conservative justice is added to the
court, it will mean that Roe V.
Wade (and possibly Lawrence v.
Texas) could be overturned. You
can thank all your friends and
family who voted for Bush!

m
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while faint—hearted Democrats do
not. There seems to be a double
standard in American politics:
Conservatives can be strong and
mean; liberals have to be kind and
polite. Which side is winning?
Y
Unless you listen to Air
America Radio, you probably have
not heard about the "Downing
Memo"
Street
(www.downingstreetmemo.com).
The memo was leaked in the UK
during the British election, and
includes statements by British
intelligence that the Bush
Administration was committed to
war with Iraq and tried to justify
the illegal invasion by "fixing"
intelligence data to fit that objective
(e.g., the false claims of weapons
of mass destruction and a link
between Iraq and terrorists).
Other memos have also been
leaked which show that the Bush
administration not only fixed the
intelligence data to justify the
illegal war and mislead Congress,
but did not even bother planning
for the aftermath. Bush gave
another speech defending the war
and he lied again by linking the
illegal invasion of Iraq to
the terrorist attack on 9—11.. It is
time to start impeachment
hearings to get the war criminals
out of the White House
(www.impeachbush.org).
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by Shannon Yarbrough
Well, we are deep into summer
again! And with Pride month be—
hind us, what else is there to do but
lounge by the pool and dream of
hot guys. How about Jude Law for
instance? He‘s the star of themovie
that I‘m highlighting this month,
which happens to have an awesome
soundtrack as well. And for those
who are ignoring the cabana boys,
who keep your margarita glass full,
because your nose is deep into that
murder mystery you were saving
to dive into by the pool, I‘ ve got a
new mystery for you to make laps
around before the summer sun goes
down!

Alfie
If you don‘t have anything bet—
ter to do this summer, why not rent
all of those Jude Law movies that
came out at the end of last year?
That is, if you are a big Jude Law
fan like.I am. I believe that Alfie
stands above the rest. In this re—
make, Jude‘s sex appeal stands out
on top as he portrays a womanizer
originally played by Michael Cane
in 1966. Each woman in his life
wants something more than he can
commit to, and when Alfie reaches
his revelation, he finds the women
have moved on just fine without
him.
Jude Law‘s Alfie, much like
Michael Caine‘s Alfie in the origi—
nal, is what you‘d call an unrepen—
tant womanizer. He beds ‘em but
never weds ‘em, and New York
provides ample opportunity to con—
tinue the process — until reality
slaps him in the face. Because Jude
Law is, well, Jude Law, you can
see why he gets away with it as
long as he does, and the actor also
pulls off the usually awkward trick
of narrating directly to the camera.
Neither his Alfie, however, nor
director Charles Shyer‘s remake
emerges completely without
scratches. Law has a Chesire Cat
carnality, but he emanates too
much intellect to buy him as the
relatively dim bulb he‘s supposed
to be. The film, meanwhile, is a bit

soft around the edges; the whole
thing would have more resonance
if it wasn‘t quite so intent on watch—
ing the unrepentant repent. Regard—
less, it‘s a surprisingly thoughtful
diversion, and there‘s fine work
from Marisa Tomei, Nia Long and
Susan Sarandon as the women who
understandably make Alfie recon—
sider his ways.
The Soundtrack
So, what‘s a good Jude Law
movie without a good soundtrack
to follow? Take Midnight in the
Garden of Good and Evil, one of
my favorite books and movies,
where Law played a gay hustler.
The soundtrack, laced with Johnny
; Mercer tunes sung by the movie‘s
celebs, is almost better than the
movie itself.
Writer/director Charles Shyer‘s
reinvention of the beloved 60‘s
morality tale of Alfie‘s quest for
meaning in life is musically rooted
in a voice that‘s lived the experi—
ence: Mick Jagger. And if the
Stones‘ frontman seems a decid—
edly left—field choice as film
scorer, his chemistry with collabo—
rator/former Eurythmics musical
spark Dave Stewart yields a sur—
prisingly warm, often introspec—
tive slate of songs and atmospheric
underscore.
Jagger‘s solo work has often
been muddied by chasing the pop
production zeitgeist of the moment,
but his efforts with Stewart here
largely turn on a stripped—down,
organic folk—blues sensibility that
can‘t escape mostly positive par—
allels with the Stones‘ own acous—
tic oeuvre. Soul singer Joss Stone
turns in a masterfully bluesy cover
of the original film‘s hit theme song

that belies her teenage years (also
interpolating it into Stewart/
Jagger‘s "Wicked Time," which
also features noted Jamaican rap—
per "Nadz" Seid), while Sheryl
Crow duets with Jagger on the
single version of the song—score‘s
thematic anchor, "Old Habits Die
Hard."
Throughout the movie, although
I was already in love with Jude, I
kept falling in love with Jagger‘s
sound almost not even recognizing
it was him until the credits. I just
knew that I had to snatch this CD
up and you will.too after renting
the DVD. The movie and the
soundtrack go hand in hand, a rar—
ity as soundtrack junkies will
know!

a

shocker. San Francisco‘s pleasant
streets in the Castro district are sud—
denly dark and dangerous. Gay lov—
ers are being stalked, and aren‘t
even safe in their own homes. In—
vestigators Bill, Jake and Tamara,
who all share an office, don‘t think
much of the case until Jake‘s son,
Joshua, calls with the horrifying
news that his lover was one of those
attacked. Tamara is staked out for
a case of a deadbeat dad—and wit—
nesses a man dragging a kicking
bundle into a house. And Bill re—
ceives a cryptic message from a
dying man in the hospital—a man

who was infatuated with his
mother—in—law for years. Three
equally spellbinding mysteries un—
fold as the investigators work to—
gether and separately (and not
always by choice) to get to the bot—
tom of the hell that has broken
loose in San Francisco.
Shannon Yarbrough live in
Memphis for six years. He is the
author ofthe book, The Other Side
of What. He now lives in St. Louis,
Mo., and is working on his second
novel. Questions or comments?
at
Shannon
Email
MisterYarbs@msn.com.
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Church, 1000 S. Cooper St. For it is prohibited from endorsing or
more information visit protesting the election ofa particu—
www.outflixfestival.org or e—mail lar candidate. In addition, the
MGLCC must adhere to regula—
whbh12eos@yahoo.com
E
In accordance with the current tions governing the amount oftime
IN TH
by—laws, MGLCC‘s Board of Di— and money devoted to political ac—
rectors has called for a Constitu— tivities. For more information
S
HI
MEMP
LOOP
tional Convention to update these about Initiative: Fairness visit the
by—laws. The meeting will be held Web site at www.mglec.org/if or
on Sat., July 2, at MGLCC begin— e—mail co—chairs Katie Messmer
ning at 9 a.m. At the end ofthe day and Tommy Simmons at
(!), there will be the first reading if@mglec.org.
of the by—laws as required for ap— Community members may also
proval. The proposed by—laws will see the I:F blog: http://
be available by Mon., July 4, on the initiativefairness.blogspot.com/
MGLCC‘s Web site and will be
presented for a second reading and Footnote From The Past
acceptance at the annual meeting Many, many moons ago —
Opinions
with
Compiled
Events
Community
\GLBT
on Sun., July 10. The community when
I first started going out — it
is invited to both the convention was 1975.
To some people that
Katz. It is also time for an election.
and the annual meeting.
By Vincent Astor
must seem like the year before the
Offices up for election this year
Now, not only does MGLCC Declaration
of Independence, but
include all of the ‘at—large‘ posi—
own its building, it has a mortgage! it wasn‘t. It was
After that lovely Pride in Mid—
an interesting time,
tions on the center‘s board of di—
All we need now is Snidely Whip— GLBT people were
town and the lovely Pride at Te—To—
to
rectors
and
the
offices
of
lash. It is a real turning point for find an identity for beginning
Tam ranch (and other places),
themselves.
vice—president and treasurer. At—
the Center as it now will have a Much time (in Memphis at any
you‘d think a summer of fun was
large positions are for one year credit history and all that legitimiz—
just beginning. Well, it was fun
was spent at the disco or the
ing that a mortgage carries with it. rate)
while it lasted. At least at the terms and the officer positions are
drag show. There was not a leather
for two—year terms. A slate of of— "It will save a lot of money all
MGLCC it gets serious this month.
yet. The Psych—Out on North
ficers will be offered by the Nomi—
around, but I wonder who gets to bar
Before taking y‘ all to the news sec—
Cleveland
near Jefferson was the
nating Committee. However, there be Pearl Pureheart?
tion, I continue to encourage those
main
lesbian
hangout, but Mem—
will
be
an
opportunity
for
nomina—
Initiative:
Fairness
(L:F)
has
wishing for free press to contact
phis
never
was
a very separatist
tions from the floor.
been founded as a political com— community. George‘s
tinevents@bellsouth.net or drop an
on Madison
For the Nominating Com—
mittee and subset of MGLCC. LF near Idlewild was the primary
old fashioned line to the address of
drag
mittee‘s
recommended
slate
of
of—
aspires to be a non—partisan voice ° bar and a little bar called The Tango
this newspapah because I just love
ficers, check the MGLCC website.
of solidarity that supports fairness Palace and then The Front Page
hearing about what‘s going on.
MGLCC is proud to announce
and equality in legislation affect— (also known as the Frog Pond) was
The MGLCC Annual Meeting
that the Outflix Film Festival will
ing the Memphis LGBT commu— a small but crowded dance bar at
will take place Sun., July 10, at 6
return to the Memphis Community
nity. I:F operates under very strict Linden and Cleveland. That‘s
p.m. at the Community Center.
Aug. 11—14, featuring GLBT Films
guidelines from the IRS. As a where I spent lots of time. It was
President Len Piechowski will of—
from around the world. All screen—
501(c)(3) non—profit organization, not uncommon to make the rounds
fer a "State of the Center" address
ings will be in the Media Co—op
the MGLCC is allowed to work for of a couple of the smaller saloons,
with additional financial reporting
Theatre at First Congregational
the passage or defeat of a particu— such as the Entré Nuit or Kelsey‘s,
by the Center‘s treasurer, Marty
lar piece of legislation; however,
Sheridan Lambe,

Lcsw

Specializing in

¥ Relationship Counseling
¥ Grief Counseling
¥ Depression/Anxiety Counseling

6263

Poplar» Ave ¥ Suite 605
901—761—9178

Send calendar information
to one of the following:
E—mail: TJNcalendar@yahoo.com
Regular Mail:
P.O. Box 11485
Memphis, TN 38111
Fax: (901) 454—1411
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hit the main drag show at George‘s
and then dance until 3 a.m. at the
Front Page or Psych—Out. It was all
new, it was a bit dangerous, and it
was very, very heady.
Every bar was a cruise bar. For
some reason, it became stylish to
be bisexual for awhile, so anybody
at the bar was probably on the
prowl. The few locations made it
possible to run into all types in the
same room whether their type was
on the stage or the dance floor or
not. There were beautiful drags,
esoteric drags, the occasional very
butch man, questioning people of
every age and description, gor—
geous lesbians and "passing men,"
and outfits rich with color, extra
fabric and an innocence about
wearing tons of polyester. There
was pungent smoke on the back
patio and strange little bottles held
next to the nose. I liked the posi—
tivity and optimism I heard in the
music which had a beat that was
heavy but not ponderous. We had
a gay old time. It was pretty "in—
your—face," but it was also having
a fun evening in a more or less re—
laxed atmosphere and finding real
fellowship in a very hostile world
which, just maybe, was beginning
to soften.
Somewhere, I have a little piece
ofthe dance floor which was taken
up on that last night before the
building that housed The Front
Page was torn down. If it had
lasted, it would be different as ev—
erything is different. As it is, it is a
fond memory and a reminder of a
time that was, for me, worth re—
membering.

MGLCC Community Corner
www.mglec.org.
Submitted by MGLCC
Thanks toMarty Katzforpublish—
The local community proved its
ing the MGLCC Newsletter in mid—
support for local artists and the
June. If you didn‘t receive a copy,
MGLCC with the overwhelming
you can check it out on the MGLCC
success of this year‘s Ars Spiritas.
Web site.
Morethan 120people filledthecom—
munity center on June 5th for the
¥
opening reception. Many of the
Speaking of the MGLCC Web
pieces were soldthatnight, although
site, we‘re currently receiving more
someremainedondisplay fortherest
than 1500 hits a day on the
ofthe month ofJune.
homepage.
And, it‘s the numberone
LGE
¥
listing on Google, when you search
for "Memphis gay."
Transfuse, a socialand supportor—
memphis yay & lesbian
ganization for transgender commu—
community center
nitymembers, has takenupresidency
Mark your calendars for the
at the MGLCC. With two meetings
MGLCC‘s OutFlix Festival sched—
a month, Transfuse is the first group
uled for August 11—14.
specifically geared toward Memphis Pride¥ was a huge suc— Visit www.outflixfestival.org for
transgender individuals to officially cess. Attendance at this year‘s fes— more information.
affiliate with the MGLCC. Ifyou‘re
¥
was estimated to be between
interested in getting involved with tivities
The
MGLCC
annual meeting is
1,000
and
1,200.
Ten
new
members
Transfuse, contact the Center for joinedtheMGLCC‘s 500 Club while scheduled for 6 p.m.
on Sun., July
more information.
10
at
the
community
center.
In addi—
attending
the
Pride
activities.
The
¥
tion to voting on changes to the by—
500
Club
consists
of
members
who
Kudos to the MGLCC Board of
at least $5 per month to the laws, the Center will hold its annual
Directors for its hard work in pur— donate
community
In addition, sev— election of officers. Offices up for
chasing the building at 892 S. Coo— eralexisting center.
members
increasedtheir election this year include all of the
per for the Center. The purchase is level ofsupport orrenewedtheir
an— "atlarge"boardpositions andthe of—
anticipated to save the Center be— nual membership. We whole—
fices ofvice—president and treasurer.
tween $2,000 and $4,000 a year in heartedly thankevery memberofthe The offices of president and secre——
property taxes and insurance premi— MGLCC. If you‘d like to join the tary will not be up for election until
ums. Thanks to Herb Zeman for his Center or raise your contribution, 2006. "At—Large" positions are for
overwhelming support!
contact the MGLCC or visit one—year terms and the officer posi—
tions are for two—year terms.

Mid—South

The Gay Memphis Resources Directory is printed as a public
service, and its listings are free. Agencies and businesses
~ listed herein have requested to be listed, but have not been
charged. All phone numbers are area code 981 unless other—
wise noted.
(* Indicates TJN distribution points.)
ADULT BOOKSTORES
Airport Bookmart: 2214 Brooks Rd E. # 345—0657.
Cherokee Adult Book Store: 2947 Lamar = 744—7494.
Fantasy Warehouse I*: 791—793 North White Station — =683—
9649
Executive South* — 1847 E. Brooks Rd. # 345—0825
Fantasy Warehouse #4* — 2532 N. Watkins — = 358—8642
Getwell Book Mart: 1275 Getwell = 454—7765.
Paris Adult Entertainment Center: 2432 Summer
= 323—2005.
Tammy‘s # 2: 2220 East Brooks Rd = 396—9050.
Tammy‘s # 3: 1617 Getwell Rd = 744—4513.
Tammy‘s # 4: 5937 Summer Ave. = 373—5760.
BARS / RESTAURANTS
Allusions Entertainment Center*: 3204 N Thomas St. =357—
8383
Backstreet*: 2018 Court Street = 276—5522.
Bogie‘s Delicatessen: 2098 La Salle Place = 272—0022.
Buns on the Run*: 2150 Elzey Ave. 38104 = 278—2867
Crossroads*: 111 N. Claybrook = 276—1882.
J—Wags*: 1268 Madison = 725—1909.
Lorenz/AfterShock*: 1528 Madison # 274—8272.
Madison Flame*: 1588 Madison = 278—0569
Mélange: 948 South Cooper = 276—0002.
Metro Memphis*: 1349 Autumn # 274—8010.
One More*: 2117 Peabody = 278—MORE (6673).
Overstuffed Deli & Caterers: 3003 Airways Blvd. #701 =
396—1969, 3727 South Mendenhall # 362—2989, 7716 Pop—
lar Ave., Germantown # 757—1212.
Paragon Lounge*: 2865 Walnut Grove # 320—0026
P & H Cafe*: 1532 Madison Ave. = 274—9794.
Pumping Station*: 1382 Poplar Ave. = 272—7600..
The Jungle*: 1474 Madison = 278—0521
CARDS & GIFTS
Inz & Outz*: 553 South Cooper = 728—6535.
Family Flavors: 18 N. McLean = 725—0313
CARPET CARE / CLEANING SERVICES
BJ‘s Cleaning Service: # 726—4211.
King‘s Kleaning Service: Home or Office = 283—1089
King‘s Dogsitting Service: = 283—1089
Lee‘s Carpet Care: Commercial or Residential, 24—hr. ser—
vice, free estimates = 327—6165.
COMMUNITY GROUPS
Alliance: Leather/levi club + Box 42174, Memphis 38174.
Aloysius Home, Inc.: (See Friends for Life).
American Gay Atheists (AGA) Memphis: Box 41371, Mem—
phis 38174—1371.
Aphrodite: 3430 Summer Ave, Memphis 38122.
BGALA (Students for Bisexual Gay & Lesbian Aware—
ness): University of Memphis, c/o BGALA, 2522 Campus
Postal Station, Memphis, TN 38152—2521, e—mail:
bgala@memphis.cc.edu,
website: www.people.memphis.edu/~bgala.
Bluff City Sports Association: Box 41074, Memphis 38174,
web site: www. bluffcitysports.net.
Brothers & Sisters Bowling League: # 465—4371 — Richard
Andrews.
Cotton Pickin‘ Squares: Gay/Lesbian Square Dance Club :
Meets Thurs., 7 pm Holy Trintiy +685 S. Highland, Memphis
38104 = 272—2116.
Equality Tennessee: P.O. Box 330965, Nashville, TN 37203,
www.equalitytennessee.org.
4F; Leather/Levi group +698 Pope Dr., Bartlett 38112.
First Congregational Church: Worshlp Service: Sun. 9:30 &
10:00 am, Wed. 6 pm + 1000 South Cooper = 278—6786.
First Presbyterian Church: Sun. School, 9:30 am; Coffee &
fellowship, 10:30 am; Worship, 11 am +166 Poplar = 525—
5619.
Friends For Life—HIV Resources: HIV/AIDS Service Orga—
nization +1384 Madison, Memphis 38104 # 272—0855 or #
278—AIDS, www.FriendsForLifeCorp.com.
Holy Trinity Community Church*: Worship Service: Sun. 9
& 11 am; Bible study: Wed. 7 pm; 685 S. Highland, Memphis
38111 = 320—9376, e—mail:office@holytrinitymemphis.org.
Integrity Memphis: Meets the 3rd Tues., Healing Service/
Eucharist, 6pm; Dinner, 6:30pm; Meeting 7:30pm + c/o
Calvary Episcopal Church, 102 N. 2nd # 525—6602.
Jackson Lambda Support Group: Memphis Lambda Center
© 901—427—1500 for information.
@
Living Word Christian Church: Worship Service Sun. 10 am
& 6pm, Wed. 7 pm +2489 Broad Ave= 452—6272
Memphis Area Gay Youth (MAGY): PO Box 241852, Mem—
phis,
TN
38124
=
335—MAGY.
Website:
www.magyonlline.org
Memphis Black Same Gender Loving Alliance: #274—
0163.
Memphis Center for Reproductive Health: 1462 Poplar Ave
= 274—3550.
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Atheists & Humanlsts (GALAH):
www.geocities.—com/memphisgalah # 327—2677.
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community Center (MGLCC): 892
S Cooper, Memphis 38104 = 278—4297.
Memphis Lesbian & Gay Coalition for Justice (MLGCY):
111 S. Highland, Suite 305, Memphis, TN 38111 =262—
2702, e—mail: migc@yahoo.com, www.migcj.org
Memphis Stonewall Democrats:
www.memphisstonewalldemocrats.org, = 327—2677
Mid—South Gay and Lesbian Republicans(MGLR):
groups.yahoo.com/group/MidsouthGLR/

Community

Resources

Mid—South Pride: Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, & Transgendered
10pm, Sat.—Sun., 4—9pm).
Pride Events + 111 S. Highland, Suite 261 = 328—6349,
Gay & Lesbian Hotline: = 1—800—285—7431 (24 hr. help &
website: www.midsouthpride.org.
information for Lesbians, Gays, transvestites & transexuals).
Mirror Image: TV/TS support group + c/o Barbara Jean
Gay & Lesbian Youth Hotline: = 1—800—347—TEEN (Thu.—
Jasen, Box 11052, Memphis, TN 38111—0052.
Sun., 7pm—11:45pm.).
Mystic Krewe of Memphis United: 41 S. Century, Memphis,
Gay & Lesbian Switchboard: # 278—4297 + 24—hrs.
38111. www.geocities.com/mardigrasmemphis
LINC: # 415—2700.
Mystic Krewe of Pegasus Memphis: a social charitable
Memphis Sexual Assault Resource Center: = 272—2020
organization. 7626 Shelby Woods Cove, Memphis, TN
Narcotics Anonymous: = 276—LIVE.
38125
Peer Listening: Youth—staffed GLBT youth hotline (Mon.—Fri.,
~ Open Heart Community of Faith: North end of First Congre—
3—9pm) = 1—800—399—PEER.
:
gational Church, 1000 South Cooper, Rev. John Gilmore =
Suicide & Crisis Intervention: = 274—7477.
323—3514.
Transvestite—Transexual National Hotline: = (617) 899—
Parents, Families & Friends of Lesbians & Gays (P—
2212 (8—2am, Mon.—Sat.).
FLAG): # 761—1444 Website: www.pflagmemphis.org
LEGAL SERVICES
Parents & Friends of Lesbians & Gays (P—FLAG): Jackson,
Wayne C. Gulledge, Attorney at Law: 1014 S. Crockett Rd.,
TN 38305 # 1—901—664—6614 for information, e—mail:
Senatobia, MS 38668 # (662) 562—5949, (662) 292—0823 or
burtren@aeneas.com
(662) 292—0046..
Pink Pistols: e—mail: memphis@pinkpistols.org.
Deborah K. Brooks, Attorney at Law: 200 Jefferson Ave. #
Stonewall Mission Church: A Progressive Christian Church
529—8888.
* Sun. Service 6:30 p.m., meets at the Center, 103 Berry
Susan Mackenzie, Attorney at Law: 266 So. Front St., Ste.
Rd., Nashville, TN 37204 # (615) 269—3480.
206 = 527—7701.
Sunshine Travelers: Meets every other Tuesday at 7 pm at
Robert Ross, Attorney at Law: 100 N. Main, Ste 3310 #525—
The Jungle, = 788—4PLA (4752)
0417.
Tennessee Leather Tribe: Gay men‘s/women‘s leather org.
— Jocelyn D. Wurzburg, Attorney at Law: 5118 Park , Ste 232,
1568 Rolling Hills Dr., Memphis, TN 38127—5409
= 684—1332.
@ 357—1921.
The Mid—Towners Bowling League: = 323—3111 — Linda
LODGING
Etherton, 342—4630 — James Bailey.
French Quarter Suites*: 2144 Madison = 523—8912.
Tsarus: Leather—Levi club + Box 41082, Memphis 38174— .
Hampton Inn & Suites: 962 S. Shady Grove, Group Sales—
1082.
Events Coordinator: E. Ryan Dougherty = 762—0056.
Univ. of Miss. Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Assoc.: GLBA, PO
MASSAGE SERVICES
Box 3541, Univ., MS 38677 = 662—915—7049, email:
ABC A Bodywise Company Guesthouse: Relaxing thera—
giba@olemiss.edu, website: http:/Awww.olemiss.edu/orgs/
peutic, full—body massage/sports massage. By appoint
Iba.
f
ment. = 377—7701.
UT—Martin ALLIES: Campus and community. Alternate Weds.
Mike Warkentin, LMT: By appt. = 218—0669. Inbalance
5 p.m. Info 131F Humanities Bldg., Martin 38238,
Fitness, 794 S. Cooper
neilg@utm.edu = 587—7301.
Stephen Pair: Sports, therapeutic, relaxing, Swedish mas—
WAC (Woman‘s Action Coalition): PO Box 1203, 3566
sage # 277—1705, stephenpair@aol.com
Walker, Memphis 38111 = 678—3339.
Tom Pitman: Swedish/Deep tissue — Hot stone massage
# 761—7977. e—mail: tompitmanmemphis@yahoo.com
COUNSELING SERVICES
MEDIA
Alive Memphis! A Holistic Healing Center,
Family & Friends: Free monthly magazine + Box 771948,
www.alivememphis.com, Individual & Couples Therapy,
Memphis 38177—1948, # 682—2669, Fax: 685—2234, email:
EMDR, Radiant Heart Therapy. = 372—2991, Susan
FamilyMag@aol.com,
Taranto; 372—2593, Carol Schlicksup.
Triangle Journal News: Free monthly newspaper published
Eric Cassius, L.P.C., C.H.T.;: Hypnotherapy, Individual,
by Printers Ink + Box 11485, Memphis, 38111—0485 = 454—
Group, Adolescent, Couples & Family Counseling. Sliding
1411, Fax: 454—1411 51*, email: memphisTJN@aol.com,
scale fee available. = 685—5491 for appointment.
< website: www.memphistrianglejournal.com.
Joel Chapman, PhD: 1000 S. Cooper # 844—4357.
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
Kent D. Fisher, LPC, MAC: Experiential Healing Center,
Antique Warehouse*: 2563 Summer # 323—0600.
1713 Lockett Place = 372—0710. EMDR, group, individual,
couples & family therapy.
— Balnea Blue Hair Salon: 2111 Madison = 726—0090.
Bereavement Express: A unique way to express your sym—
Gary Gardia, M.Ed., LCSW: Midtown location; grief, loss;
pathy to family, friends, co—workers, clients. # 578—9107;
Lesbian,Gay & transgender; individuals, couples
www.LandscapesPublishing.com
= 527—1098.
Christian Funeral Directors: 2615 Overton Crossing
Anne S. Gillis, MS: Individual, couple & family counseling,
= 358—0062
rebirthing = 761—3435.
Patricia Goshorn, M.Ed.: Licensed Psychological Counse—
lor «Simmons, Kelman & Assoc., 3960 Knight Arnold Rd,
Ste 316 = 369—6050.
Cliff Heegel, PhD: Licensed Psychologist + Centerpoint,
5180 Park Ave. Ste 150 = 767—1066.
Sheridan Lambe, LCSW: Individual & Couple Counseling,
= 761—9178.
Rhonda Manning Hidaji, LCSW: IndIVIduaI&CoupIes Goal—
Oriented Gestalt & Integrative Psychotherapy, Sliding Fee
Scale, Germantown/Cordova area = 757—7706.
Joseph Robert Pfeiffer, LCSW: = 578—9107.
M. Todd Puckett, MS, LPC: Personal Enhancement Coach—
ing. +5050 Poplar Ave., Suite 2400 # 844—6228.
J. Kent Usry, M.Div., MAC, LCSW: Counseling Individuals,
Couples, Children, & Families. Specialties: Trauma, Addic—
tions, Grief & Sexuality. Sliding Fee Scale. = 491—8632.
Kathryn T. Vullo, PhD: Licensed Clinical Psychologist, LLC
©8590 Farminton Blvd., Ste. 3,G‘twn, 670 Colonial Rd., Ste.
Memphls
1, Mphs. = 848—6666, www.inter—personalnet.com.

Dabbles Hair Co.: 19 N. Cooper = 725—0521.
DJ Services: breakbeatkid69@hotmail.com.
DiversityBuilder: Free Professional Gay Referrals, Box
3614, Brentwood, TN 37024 # 615—794—5047, email:
info@diversitybuilder. com, www.diversitybuilder.com
Doing Business In Memphis: A Sales Leads Directory
www.memphisbusiness.com.
Girls Work: Incudes: House Doctors, Intimate Occasions,
Lunch to Go, BasketGrams & Everyday Services = 276—
1935,
email:
griswrk@hotmail.com,
http://
www.webspawner.com/users/girlswork/index.html.
Bob Hughes, EdD: Yoga, relaxation & meditation classes #
682—0855.
Bonnie‘s Doggie Day Care: 885 S. Cooper, = 726—1300.
Love Song Greeting Cards: Specializing in greeting cards
for lovers only «P.O. Box 676, Horn Lake, MS 38637—2165.
McPherson Appliance Clinic: Sales, service & repair, Heat—
ing & AC. +1447 National, = 327—6887, 327—7395.
Memphis Paranormal Investigation Team: http://
hometown.aol.com/paranormal38111/ghost.html.
Midtown Galleries & Auction, Inc.*: Antiques, Art, Painted
& Unusual Furnishings +2228 Central = 725—0049.
Midtown House Cleaning Service: 15yr. exp., ref., onsight
est., += 274—0281 evenings or weekends.
Mr. Scruff‘s Pet Care: Pet sitting = 725—9216.
Paggios for Hair Salon: = 274—3944.
Pet Care Unlimited: Pet sitting and/or house sitting by
competent, caring couple = 726—6198.
Professional Pest Management: = 327—8400
TNT Painting: Tom Rowe & Trent Gatewood # 503—8376 or
649—3270.
Tom Webb Ins.: Insuring in the Gay and Lesbian Commu—
nity, 4646 Poplar = 682—2170.
Vantek: Internet Services + Box 11187, Memphis 38111—
0187 = 324—4999, e—mail: viadmin@vantek.net.
www.TheFunStartsNow.com: Professional magicians, live
animals, clowns, balloon artists, face painter, DJs, pony
rides & illusionists—fund raisers = 358—7258—Nicholas
Toombs.
REAL ESTATE SERVICES
Russell Armstrong, Developer, Looney Developments: 194
Looney Ave. # 525—3044.
Brian Clanton, The Carter Group: 1908 Exeter, Ste. 2,
Germantown = 753—7222, 458—3852.
Joanna Johnson, Realtor, Clay Johnson Realty: 757—B
West Poplar Ave. = 853—0237. —
Glenn Moore, Broker, Owner, Woodland Realty: = 377—
1057.
Steve Solomon, Broker, Sowell & Company: 54 S. Cooper
# 278—4380.
Randy Wilder, Affiliate Broker, Sowell & Company: 54 S.
Cooper = 278—4380.
TRAVEL
Great American Cruises, Inc.: Cruise Travel Agency,
Sherman Perkins, 52 N. Second # 525—5302.
Travel Customized by Jean Morris: Member International
Gay & Lesbian Travel Association # 465—2936.

Triengie Journal
News

.— Box 11485,

DENTAL SERVICES
William N. Castle, D.D.S.: Dentist +79 North Cooper = 685—
5008.
FINANCIAL SERVICES
Ronnie Bingham, CPA: Taxes, accounting, estate planning
# 753—1413.
Donald Morgan Bookkeeping and Tax Service:
# 458—0152.
Karen B. Shea: Financial Consultant, Smith Barney Inc.,
1661 International Dr., Ste. 200 = 818—4134, 800—227—
4146, fax: 818—4233.
Sarah A. Washington: Investment Advisor = 466—3588,
website: www.lpl.com/sarah.washington, e—mail: sarah.
washington@lpl.com.
FLORISTS
Botanica: 3092 Poplar, = 458—1929.
Park East Florist: 6005 Park = 761—2980.
GRAPHICS/PHOTOGRAPHY
ABC/A2Z: Digital Photography/Videography. By Appoint—
ment = 377—7701.
Graffiti Graphics: 1985 Madison #7 # 278—5002.
It‘s Done!: Typing, word processing/printing service—resumés,
thesis, manuscripts, etc. = 795—4308.
Printers Ink: Box 11485,—0485 = 454—1411.
RK Photo: Black & white photography, processing & printing
services. Full color post card advertising. Call = 452—2766 —
or e—mail: btag69a@prodigy.com.
See—S: Portraits & photography = 327—3760.
Silva Piano Studio: Private piano instruction, begginner to
highly advanced #278—1384
HELP & INFORMATION LINES
Affirmation: = (708) 733—9590.
Gay & Lesbian Helpline: = 1—888—340—GLBT (Mon.—Fri., 5—

&

Tennessee 38111—0485
Phone (901) 454—1411 Fax: (901) 454—1411
E—mail: MemphisTJN@aol.com
Web site: www.memphistrianglejournal.com

The 7ZHangle Journal News assumes no liability for claims made by advertisers. Appearance in this publication is
not to be construed as an indication of sexual orientation, preference or identity unless specifically stated. We
welcome materials submitted by readers, but reserve the right to edit or reject such materials. The Tangle Journa/
News is publlshed 12 times a year by Printers Ink and distributed in the Memphis, Jackson, and Nashville, Tenn.,
areas. First—class mailed subscriptions are available at $20 per year by writing to the address above.
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Allen Cook
(MemphisTJN@ aol.com)
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5
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4
Allen Cook + Bob Dumais
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Bob Dumais » Allen Cook
National Advertising Representative
RIVENDELL MEDIA
f
212—242—6863
Advertising Information: Advertising information is available by calling or faxing (901) 454—1411.
Copyright © 2004 by Printers Ink.. Reprint permission on non—syndicated materia! is granted to gay and lesbian publications and/or
websites only, provided proper credit is given. Associated Press stories are copyrighted and used by permission; they may not be
republished without written permission from AP.
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Calendar Listings in Bold type take
place at GLBT venues or are
specifically GLBT—related.
Calendar Listings in non—bold type take
place at GLBT—friendly venues or are of
interest to the GLBT community

S
REGULAR WEEKLY ACTIVITIE
* Karaoke Night — Metro — 10pm
* Open Heart Community of Faith — "A Course in Miracles" —
SUNDAY CHURCH SERVICES
Study Group — North End of First Congregational (1000
* Open Heart Community of Faith — Bible Study & Worship
TUESDAYS
South Cooper) — (901) 823—3514— 7:30pm
(1000
Congregational
First
Celebration — North End of
* Women‘s Rugby Practice — Audubon Park — 6:30pm .
&
South Coooper) — (901) 323—3514 — Jam
*e Phoenix AA — Open AA group — Grace—St. Luke‘s Chuch,
SUNDAYS
* Holy Trinity Community Church — Sunday School
*
1790 Peabody — spm
* Softball — Toby Fields (Central and Hollywood) — 1pm
and Holy Worship Service & Children‘s Church —
Caring Group — Relaxation and de—stressing by subtle
The
*
(901) 320—9376 — office@holytrinitymemphis.org z * Tea Dance — Metro — 4pm
practices — Holy Trinity Community Church — (901)
energy
* Brothers & Sisters Bowling League — Winchester Bow! —
9:45am and 11am
320—9376
— pm
(901) 7225236 or MemphisGayBowlin@aol.com — 6pm
* First Congregational Church — Sunday School, Café Congo,
AA — Open AA Meeting with outreach to GLBT
Phoenix
*
* Pool Tournament — Pumping Station — 6pm
and Worship Service — (901) 278—6786 = 9:50am?" 10am, and
community — Grace—St. Luke‘s Church — 1720 Peabody — 7pm
>
* Sissy Bingo — Crossroads — spm
10:30am
with Breast Cancer — Support Group — YWCA
Lesbians
*
* After Park Set Sundays — Paragon — 9pm
* Prescott Church — Sunday School & Worship Service — (901)
f
(766 South Highland) — 7pm
* Queer As Folk — Metro — 9pm
_.
327—8479 — 9:30am & 10:45am
7:45pm
—
Crossroads
—
Tournament
Dart
Singles
*
«Lights Out, Everything Goes — J—Wag‘s — 10pm
* Living Word Christian Church — Morning and
+ Pool Tournament — One More — 8:30pm
10am
—
eet
452—6272
*
Drag
Show
—
Backstr
—
11pm
(901)
—
Evening Worship Services
* Karaoke Night — Metro — 10pm
and 6pm
:
* Karaoke Night — J—Wag‘s — 11pm
MONDAYS
* Monday Night at the Movies — Sponsored by Holy Trinity
WEDNESDAY CHURCH SERVICES
WEDNESDAYS
6pm
—
278—6786
(901)
—
Community Church — Bartlett Cinema 10 — 6:45pm —
* Taizé — First Congregational Church
+ Frontrunners 3—mile run, Overton Park Pavilion, 6pm
Details at www.HolyTrinityMemphis.org
* Holy Trinity Community Church — Fellowship Supper
+ Dart Tournament — The Jungle — 7:30pm
* Plus Support Group — Community Center — (901) 278—
and Bible Study — (901) 320—9376 —
+ Partners Dart Tournament — Crossroads — 8pm
4297 — 7:30pm
office@holytrinitymemphis.org — 6pm & 7pm
Lights Out — Come Party in the Dark — Metro
*
+ Pool Tournament — The Jungle — 7:30pm
* Living Word Christian Church — Worship Service — (901)
« Dart Tournaments — One More, Pumping Station — 8pm
452—6272 — Tpm

JULY 2005

COMMUNITY CALENDAR
1
2

* Thursday Night at the
Gaiety Film Series,
MGLCC, 7pm

See regular Friday events

* MGLCC Board Meeting,

* Cafe Q, MGLCC, 7pm

(By—Law Revision Session),
MGLCC, Jam

featuring The Drum Circle

* Alliance Club Night,
Pumping Station, 10pm
* Healthy Lifestyle

¢

Support Group, MGLCC,
1pm

3
* Stonewall Democrats,
MGLCC, 2pm
« Bowling, Winchester Lanes,

4

INDEPENDENCE DAY

Supﬁort Group
MGLCC, 7:30pm

* Plus

6pm

« Softball, Tobey Fields.
1—5pm

1 0
« Bowling. Winchester Lanes.
6pm
* MGLCC Annual Meeting and
Election of Officers. MGLCC.
6pm

5
* The Caring Group, HTCC,
7pm
* The Drum Circle, MGLCC,
7pm
* Phoenix AA, 1720
Peabody, 8pm
12

* Let‘s Meet and Chill
(Intercultural Discussion
Group), MGLCC, 7pm

13

* Friends for Life Coffee
* The Caring Group, HTCC, 7pm
* The Drum Circle, MGLCC, 7pm
«Phoenix AA, 1720 Peabody,
8pm

House
* Plus Support Group,
MGLCC, 7:30pm

18
* Friends for Life Coffee
House
* Plus Support Group,
MGLCC, 7:30pm

sen

1. sonpan

* Bowling, Winchester

* Integrity Dinner/Meeting?I 9
Calvary Church, 6:30pm
* The Caring Group, HTCC,
7pm
* The Drum Circle, MGLCC,
7pm
+ Phoenix AA, 1720 Peabody,
Spm
26

25

24/31

Tobey Fields, 1—5pm
+ 1:F (Initiative Fairness),
MGLCC, Spm

* GLBT Parenting
14
Group, MGLCC, 6pm
* Women‘s Potluck,
MGLCC, 6:30pm
* Thursday Night at the
‘Gaiety Film Series,

MGLCC, 7pm

* WAC. First Congregational
Church, 6:30pm

* Softball,
Tobey Fields, 1—5pm
1 7
« Mid—South Gay and Lesbian
Republicans, MGLCC, 1pm
* Unity Pagans, MGLCC, 3pm
« Bowling, Winchester Lanes,

7
« GLBT Parenting Group,
MGLCC, 6pm
* Thursday Night at the
Gaiety Film Series,
MGLCC, 7pm

* Feast for Friends,
First Congo, 6pm
* Plus Support Group,

MGLCC, 7:30pm

Lanes, 6pm

* WAC, First Congo, 6:30pm
(24th only)
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* The Caring Group, HTCC,
7pm
* The Drum Circle, MGLCC,

7pm

—

* Phoenix AA, 1720
Peabody, 8pm

20
« Women‘s Potluck Dinner,
MGLCC, 6pm

*+ GLBT Parenting Group,
MGLCC, 6pm
* Thursday Night at the
Gaiety Film Series,
MGLCC, 7
P

* MGLCC Volunteer
Appreciation Potluck,
MGLCC, 6pm

* GLBT Parenting Group,
MGLCC, 6pm:
* Thursday Night at the

Gaiety Film Series,
MGLCC, 7pm

* Healthy Lifestyle

9
Support Group, MGLCC, 1pm
+ Blue Suede Bears Club
Night
(See bluesuedebears.com)

See regular Friday
events
.
* Cafe Q, MGLCC, 7pm
featuring Skinny White Chick

1
Support Group, MGLCC,
1pm
«MGLCC Birthday Potluck,
MGLCC, 7pm
* Tsarus Club Night,
The Pumping Station, 9pm

* Healthy Lifestyle

TJN March
Advertising Deadline
See regular Friday
events
« Cafe Q, MGLCC, 7pm
featuring Zoe Ozbird

23

22
See regular Friday
events
* Cafe Q ,MGLCC, 7pm,
featuring Li‘l Ryan

* Healthy Lifestyle
Support Group, MGLCC,
1pm

|
|
30

29

28

27

&

* Healthy Lifestyle
Support Group, MGLCC,

July TIN Due Out
Sep reqularicrids

eventsg
» Cafe Q, D
G.
7pmnio

ing.

¥

MGLCC

1pm

1

—

‘

Trinity Community Church —
(901) 438—2427 — 7:30pm
* Dart Tournament — J—Wag‘s —
Spm
* Karaoke — Paragon — 9pm
* Karaoke Night — Allusions

Bill Johns

Larry Timmerman

warehouze #$¥lall
2563 Summer Avenue
Memphis, TN 38112
(901)323—0600
AUNTIQMEM@AOL.COM
Members ofAmerican Cut Glass Association
We Buy and Sell Estates

Antique

mmomwmmﬁ2"

4th Street

>

D: Frlends for Llfe

%

6. MadISOIl Flame

E. Inz & Outz

axl.

F. MGLCC
G. Playhouse on the Square |#

: mses ass paese

Mélange*
$. Mcifo Memphis
9 One Move
7.

* Ladies Night — Allusions Entertainment Center — 10pm
* Late Nite Beer Bust — Pumping Station — 10pm
* Drag Show — Backstreet — Midnight
* Drag Show — Crossroads — Midnight
* Drag Show — J—Wag‘s — sam
SATURDAYS
* Frontrunners
Uni
d 2—mile run, aThe Pier parking lot
(Union and Riverside), am
* Women‘s Rugby Practice, Harbortown Greenbelt
Park
Mud Island
9 TH
f and
erals
praton—Cooper
* Live
Let Live
St. — MGLCC — 278—
4297 — 7 Pm
* Pool Tournament — J_Wag’s = 9pm

* Drag Shows — Crossroads — Midnight, — Allusions
Entertainment Center — 10:30pm & 12:15pm

(0 P&H Cats

Triangle

11. Paragon Lounge
12. Pumping Station
13. The Jungle
* Gay Supportive
o
=>

;
Bellevue
€
C3)

N. Claybrook g

Cotton Pickin‘ Squares

HOLY TRINITY COMMUNITY CHURCH
THE REV. TIMOTHY MEADOWS, M.D., PASTOR

Clubs and Restaurants
1. Backstreet
3. . Bogie
s
Bogie‘s Delicatessen
3°C
d
._ Lrossroads
>
4.
5. J—Wag‘s
Loren?

;
|
cid
2nd Street

C. Dabbles

[VS
ts
Worship Service
11:00AM
S855.
Night
Wednesday
Memphis, TN 38111
Phone:901—320—9376
Study
7:00PM
6
Website Address:; wwwholytrinitymemphis.org
Email Addresses
Thursday Evenings

meme!
News.

;

C

St

Cleveland St.

®
McNen
«&
4
>

g
#
§
§

(13
©
_ [19

N.witter
N. f Avalon

vais
|
3
8.
§
&

Licensed —
Massage Therapist/
ig:
—
Certified Personal Trainer

<
I
s

+
By Appointment Only

s
<

e

h
p U we.
Cpe
{PUT

Belvedere
L
McLean Blvd. —

o

E;
O fi

E

Therapeutic
Q

as
5

Sports

3
&.
y

s

—

Tucker

C

Relaxing

SE-I

2

T

91

Morrison St

$

a

C2) 0
&

3

;

Q

«Swedish
§

C

s

©

(s

901—277—1705
a

East Parkway

m

i
s

=

v

Map Not to Scale
Not All Streets Shown

STEPHENPAIR@AOL.COM
ma

‘any J3wuuwng

X.
B..$ou

"
3
usinesses an
Other Points
of Interest
Alovslus H
toate
Circuit
Playhouse
Y

Entertainment Center — 9:30—
11:30pm
* Star Karaoke — Crossroads —
10pm
* Amateur Show — Metro —
11:30pm
FRIDAYS
* First Congo Films — First Congre—
gational Church — (901) 278—
6786 — "pm & 9pm _.
* MGLCC Coffeehouse Nights —
_ Community Center — (901)
278—4297 — pm
* Seriously Sober — Holy Trinity
Community Church —
(901) 320—9876 — spm
* Karaoke — One More — spm
* Pool Tournament — Crossroads —
8pm

1s peosg

~»

THURSDAYS
* Thursday Night at the Gaiety —
GLBT Film Series, MGLCC, 7 .
p.m.
* Cotton Pickin‘ Squares — Holy

Marne St.
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ING KIT
Join our patient family and receive a FREE TAKE HOME WHITEN

mm your new patient exam, cleaning and necessary x—rays.
— (Offer valid for 30 days)
&T —

(a $365 value)

Dr. William Castle
79 North Cooper
Memphis, Tn. 38104

_

90 1—685—5008
Call today about ZOOM! 1 hour whitening and Invisalign

teeth straightening with no wire braces.
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